The Tiny Kitchen Cooking & Entertaining

In the tiny kitchen author Denise Medved
has taken a refreshing and unique approach
to an entertaining and cookbook and has
pulled together a collection of nearly one
hundred recipes that can be made in a tiny
kitchen. For years I lived in apartments in
Manhattan and Old Town, Alexandria
where I had unbelievably small kitchens
and minimal kitchen equipment and
supplies. I loved to cook and entertain so I
had to figure out how to do it successfully
with such limitations. I had some great
cookbooks but couldnt use most of the
recipes because I didnt have the
appropriate
equipment,
utensils,
preparation room or storage. There were no
books on the market addressing stylish
entertaining and cooking in a small space.
So I decided to write one sharing great
recipes, menus and easy tips and hints.
The book is organized by easy to read
chapters from appetizers to desserts and
everything in between with the final
chapter, The Tiny Kitchen Entertains,
offering hints on entertaining and eight
great menus from a romantic dinner for
two to a cocktail party for fifty. Recipes
range from hearty down home cooking
such as chili to coconut curry chicken for
the more sophisticated palate. The books
appearance is crisp, clean and easy to
follow with one recipe per page. Eight
beautifully styled color photographs adorn
the book eliciting a sudden urge to test the
recipes. They range from a very elegant
dessert of chocolate mousse in a meringue
nest styled with Chinese export Armorial
and Meissen china, Tiffanys Audobon
flatware, accompanied by a Val St.
Lambert crystal saucer champagne and
Godiva chocolates to chili and bourbon hot
dogs in earthenware accompanied by
Fritos(r) and hot sauces all stylishly laid
out on a coffee table in front of a roaring
fire. The book is the highest of quality with
a cheerful watercolor by local Old Town,
Alexandria artist, Todd Healy, depicting
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the authors tiny kitchen in Old Town,
Alexandria, Virginia.
In addition to the
recipes the book is laced with humorous
anecdotes as Medved tells it like it is.
Witness the fish chapter and the ladies
luncheon menu editorial.
Governor
Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. (whose famous
bourbon hot dogs are among the recipes)
says it all in his testimonial, Tiny though
the kitchen might be, the recipes, like the
author, are hugely beyond belief. the tiny
kitchen has fabulous time tested recipes,
menus and entertaining ideas presented
with finesse and style. Medved doesnt take
herself too seriously, rather it is evident she
loves good food, cooking and entertaining
and above all else, has fun doing it. the
tiny kitchen was released in the
Washington, DC marketplace on December
13, 2001 available through he author only
and has sold nearly 2,000 copies, many
people coming back for more copies. It is
beginning to make it into the major
retailers.

Tiny Kitchen Videos Cook Up Real Food In Doll-Sized Portions . make a human-sized version of, so its fun to watch it
happen as a tiny thing.The book is organised by easy-to-read chapters from appetisers to desserts and everything in
between with the final chapter, The Tiny Kitchen EntertainsAbout the Food & Drink category. Original online film and
video about food and drink, including Rachel lives in a jewel-box Parisian apartment and cooks in a kitchen so tiny she
can touch opposing walls with her outstretched arms. She hasThe Tiny Kitchen has 9 ratings and 1 review. Colorful,
light-hearted commentary and recipes ranging from appetizers to main courses explain how to cook w - 1 min Uploaded by 60 Second Docs the tiny kitchen, where hes serving up tiny foods and words of wisdom. 300 utensils and
- 6 min - Uploaded by love cookingcook ,, Cooking funny kitchen small food. love cooking. Loading - 3 min Uploaded by Miniature Cooking with ChingA perfect cooking lesson for kids and the whole family. We have created
this miniature A cooking trend where miniature meals are prepared in a tiny kitchen has found its way to London. - 1
min - Uploaded by SoFiLooking to turn this tiny dream kitchen into a life-sized reality? SoFi offers personal loans for
Like many New Yorkers, I use my oven for storage space. Not for shoes, but for baking sheets, muffin and madeleine
tins, roasting pans and Want to be a good friend and have someone over for dinner but dread trying to cook for more
than you and your cat in a tiny kitchen? When asked why he thinks Tiny Kitchen has become so popular, Its fun and
cute, and to some extent funny, but were really making the food. RELATED: No-Bake Breakfast Recipes to Keep You
Energized All Morning. Annandale, VA - Denise Medved, local entrepreneur and owner of the tiny kitchen in
annandale, loves to cook and entertain. You want more space, more elbow room, a better system anything to make
cooking easier and a little more enjoyable. From a quick cleanup
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